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ABOUT

In the month of August, I played 9 shows. Starting off the month, I had a great time

playing at Buxton and the Buckeye Lake Yacht Club, the latter was for the first time in

two years. I was forced inside at the Yacht Club due to weather, but the group towards

the end of the night was great and gave great feedback.

The second weekend, I visited Osteria Alla Romana for the first time ever on Saturday.

It's a hole in the wall Italian restaurant in Lancaster with authentic Italian food cooked

by Chris, who is from Italy. If you haven't been there, you should totally check it out.

Thanks to Randy and Chris for coordinating the event. The next day I squeezed a grad

party into the schedule and got to pull out my new 12 string guitar for it. 
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Jared Foster is a singer,

songwriter and performer from

Lancaster, Ohio. His

performances include original

music and covers, and he

specializes in easy listening

music. Jared has performed

gigs in many cities over Ohio,

Kentucky and Indiana.



The third weekend, I played at Horvath's Harbor on Friday and had a great receptive

crowd as usual. The next day, I was invited to play at a party for a family in Nelsonville

that I met at the Buckeye Lake Yacht Club earlier in the month. It's always great to

branch out into other areas I haven't played!

Finally, I finished the month playing at the Buxton with the biggest crowd I've ever had

there and I got to flex my Buxton Inn history knowledge in front of the crowd. The next

day, I played two shows: one for a first responders luncheon at Alley Park and one for a

backyard surprise birthday party in Downtown Lancaster. 

I'm excited for September as I have another 8 shows planned: 6 solo and 2 with the

band. I have leads on a couple more shows that may pop up, so keep an eye on my

social media for updates!

I started my final year of college in August. I am working to get my degree in

Commercial Music, with a Minor in Business, from the University of Cincinnati. I will be

staying in Cincinnati for  the week, then driving home for gigs on the weekends in the

Central Ohio area. This means there may be more subscriber-only content coming your

way in future newsletters. I recently restocked my CDs, so if you are interested, either

come to a show and get one, or you can buy one on my website and it will be shipped

to you.



GIG LINE-UP

This song demo is a comedic blues song, and was written and recorded for my Lyric

Writing class at UC. It was intended to serve as a capsule of the time we're in and poke

fun at current events. I hope you enjoy my bluesy rasp during the song!  (Link Below)
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